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What Does & Doesn’t cause
Climate Change? & Forecast
highlights for coming months
• Refutation of CO2 driven climate Change hypothesis
• Why CO2 theory fails (slides 16-22)
• What Does CAUSE Climate Change • Implications for your operations
• Movie solar effects in action! • Long Range Solar-based forecasts
Presentation slides 1-33. Slides 34-45 are background info / discussion
Further to Climate Change, The Solar Weather Technique & The future of Forecasting – WeatherAction Conference Imperial College London 28 Oct 2009

• Evidence based science

• Beware of confusing
Cause, Effect &
‘Association’!

The Long Range Forecasters

Vital
information
for Your
business

Piers Corbyn MD www.weatheraction.com , Climate Realist
Team includes Judith Humprey, Kirill Kuzanyan (IZMIRAN Russ Acad Sci) & Ulric Lyons

Piers Corbyn is the originator of the Solar Weather Technique of Long Range Forecasting and founder of
WeatherAction 177 Borough High
St, London SE1 1HRTel: +44 (0)20 7939 9946; +447958713320
-

How much CO2 is there in the atmosphere?
Compare the atmosphere with Big Ben – 316 ft high

The CO2 in the
atmosphere is
equivalent to

1 ¼ inches on the top.
Man’s contribution is
just over One mm
within that.

Key Messages
• The CO2 driver theory of climate change fails
– REFUTED by Observations and Physics

• Solar Activity Rules – See Web movie
– from Coronal Holes & Solar flares to extreme weather events

• Proven success of Solar Weather Technique
– Brit+Ire - Scandinavia - Europe – USA – World - FORECASTS for YOU

• Policy implications
– A New dawn for evidence-based science & policy
- Prepare for game-change!

How do we know it’s NOT CO2?
• It’s NOT because of the meddling
with data, fraud, tricks, fictional
claims and suppression of evidence
and arguments which oppose the CO2
theory.
• It’s because the CO2 theory FAILS in
ALL it’s predictions and expected
past correlations.

World Temperatures keep falling while CO2 is rising!

The UN (IPCC) Forecasts have comprehensively failed

Temperatures (USA) 60 yr Cycle & CO2 1895 to 2008
World Temp
peak 2002/3


- Official data - Graph by JD’Aleo Sept 2008 Circulated by Piers Corbyn www.weatheraction.com

SLAM – Solar Lunar Amplitude Magnetic – Process – 60yr signal

= Declining phase of Odd solar cycle
= Solar eclipse Dec 1-13 (lunar node pointing to sun near
where earth crosses solar equator downwards) = Lr/fEf
The main world temperature envelope peaks occur in years following close
coincidence of Lr/fEf & Odd solar max + 1 or 2 yrs. Cycles 23 & 17 show
this well.
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- Official data - Graph (Temp data) by JH/PC March 2009 for Piers Corbyn www.weatheraction.com

23

Data
Fraud

http://www.ashevilletribune.com/asheville/global%20warming/Global%20Warming%20DM%20Main%20Story%20March%2031%20Update.htm

The reality of the Medieval Warm period was accepted
by (Sir) John Houghton in 1990. For this and the ongoing
rise of CO2 over the last 8,000 yrs (UN figures) see the
‘Gang of 13’ letter to UN: http://www.techknow.eu/uploads/Letter_UN_Sec_Gen_Ban_Ki-moon.pdf

GW is renamed Climate Change
The theory of ‘Global warming’ holds that Man’s CO2 causes Global
Warming and this causes other Climate Change and extremes.

CO2

Global Warming

Climate Change

We have heard a lot about weather extremes & ‘Climate Change’

Since 1998 CO2 has gone up but World Temperatures
have gone down.
ALL subsequent years* have been colder than 1998
Or In terms of two year moving averages the peak was 2002/3
*From Official estimates of world temperatures: http://www.cru.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/temperature/hadcrut3vgl.txt

So there are claimed extra effects – ‘Climate Change’ without temperature rise to cause them!
AND has post Industrial revolution CO2 caused ANY
change that wasn’t going to happen anyway?

The Global Warmers’ last gasps
Claim

Refutation

(i) Anything X zero effect = zero
“CO2 levels
have never risen (ii) No evidence for this. There are no CO2 spikes in the
past ice cores because CO2 is a gas and diffuses
so fast or been
through centuries of ice. This current CO2 spike
will be invisible in 1k yrs time.
so high”

“ONLY CO2
can explain the
temp rises”

Really - like present world cooling!!??
They have dropped this one!
The graphs making this claim were smudge and fudge.
Geomagnetic activity smoothed over 22yrs (solar magnetic period)
fits temperature much better.

CO2 effect is
being ‘stored
up’ & delayed.

The EVIDENCE is that CO2 changes are generally
driven by temperature. This assertion is equivalent to
‘time will run backwards’.

Why CO2 theory does not work 1
Basic idea of the process – as portrayed in media
Sunlight I

CO2

Surface

Water vapour supposed
magnifier Not shown

Why CO2 theory does not work 2
It Cannot work in a uniform temperature atmosphere (not understood in media)

Sunlight I

Well Mixed
atmosphere
temp T
Ground

If temperature is uniform
the radiation from the top
(where more would come
from if there is more CO2)
would be the same as from
the bottom or the ground,
So adding CO2 to a
uniform atmosphere
has no effect.
BUT the atmosphere
is not uniform…..

Why CO2 theory does not work 3
The atmosphere is colder higher up due to gravity. More CO2 shifts the outgoing radiation level
(Temp T*) & ‘lapse’ line up . So it should get warmer there
& on surface. BUT IT DOESN’T
With extra CO2
the radiation
level is lifted up

Height

AND The GWers predicted HOTSPOT above the
equator is NOT THERE. It’s a COLDSPOT instead.

Is the new
(dotted) lapse
line really
moved rigidly
like that?

What’s Up? PHYSICS Possibilities
Apart from change in IMPORTANT clouds/ reflectivity
of atmosphere & evaporation from oceans!

1. A day night effect causes extra
upper level cooling for more CO2
2. Changes in lapse rate curve due to
changes in IR at different levels

T*

Temperature

3. COOLING FEEDBACKS - eg:
Transpiration cooling by plants of
the surface increases with CO2.

Why CO2 theory does not work 3a

THEORY of
HOTSPOT

OBSERVED COLDSPOT

Info Thanks to: http://sciencespeak.com/MissingSignature.pdf by David Evans

Why CO2 theory does not work 4
In the real atmosphere there are day/night temperature fluctuations (eg in upper
atmosphere). They are larger with more CO2 because CO2 (infra red absorber / emitter)
gains & looses heat easier than N2 & O2 and so enables all the air to adjust quicker.
Temp

T

Range 2r goes up with
extra CO2

Average radiation out is = 0.5 b [ (T+r)^4 + (T-r)^4 ]
Work it out for the same radiation. For an increase ∆r in half range, T will have to go
DOWN:

∆T = - 3 ∆r x r/T

This could (help) lead to a COLDSPOT on the equator - which is
observed! AND shift the lapse line (at upper level) back to where it was.

Why CO2 theory does not work 5
- further to Piers Corbyn International Climate Seminar Stockholm Sept 2006 NB THIS DIAGRAM is not necessarily accurate

AND if there is heating effect left Extra plant
transpiration-Cooling in real world will negate all
extra CO2 surface heating (or cooling)
10% or so of
total evapotranspiration
heat removal
(cooling) is
transpiration
from land plants.
11% of 78W/m2
= 8.6 W/m2
Doubling CO2 increases CO2 Greenhouse heating of Earth’s surface by 3.8 W/m2. It also increases plant growth
& therefore transpiration heat removal (cooling) by 43% to 45%. Now, 44% of 8.6 = 3.8 W/m2

3.8 – 3.8 = 0 So CO2 increase has no net effect on world temperatures.

Heat flow in & out of Earth’s surface
- Assuming effect of CO2 doubling reliable although that is questioned -

Extra Radiation

(or
equivalent due to atmospheric changes) to

surface
INFLOW =
To surface from
GHE if CO2 doubled
=
3.8W/m2

Plant evap
Sea
evap

GHE = Greenhouse effect
= H2O (largest GHE) +
CO2 etc
Long
wave
rad

Extra
Photosynthesis
transpiration
= heat OUTFLOW if
CO2 doubled
approx = 3.8W/m2
- taken up and away from
surface
IF there are not enough
plants to do the cooling the
world gets warmer, Spring
gets earlier and plants
grow more and have a
greater cooling effect.
This feedback ensures that
the two effects balance
over time.

Solar Activity Rules!
For example April 29th
Coronal Holes led to
Increases in geomagnetic
activity & jet stream shifts &
predicted tornadoes,
thunder & massive floods
USA & Azerbaijan
(details WeatherActionNewsNo19)

Movie of jet stream
http://squall.sfsu.edu/scripts/nhemjetstream_model.html

- Archive jet stream – Animated Loop
– 2010 May 1st 0z - 4 days - 6 hr steps

SEE May 2nd / 3rd as Coronal
Hole effects hit – major Jet
over SE USA & mid East extra JS thrashing about
/break-up. Polar core wind
rotation changes direction
May 3rd

And the
thunder,
Tornadoes
and
FLOODS!!

Proven success of Solar Weather Technique
Met Office forecasted BBQ / Sizzling Summers 2007, 2008 & 2009
Piers Corbyn (WeatherAction) forecasted FLOODS months ahead for
each of the three summers. So what happened ??!!……….

Tewkesbury Floods July 2007(left) + County Down in Northern Ireland & Fife in
Scotland struck by flooding on Wed 12 August 2008 + 7-year-old Max Preston, from
Merseyside, paddles his kayak around tents on a campsite near Keswick 29
July 2009.
Britain and Ireland were ‘under water’ July 2007. Summers of 2008 & 2009 were also mainly very wet in Britain
& Ireland (espec Nth Britain in 2009) contrary to the forecasts of Standard meteorology and in agreement with
WeatherAction long range forecasts. WeatherAction also predicted much detail of the worst deluges from
months ahead & out-ran TV forecasts from a few days ahead for details, intensity and timing of many deluges.

AND Winters 08/09 and 09/10 defied MetOffice mild prognoses &
confirmed WeatherAction forecast for ICE & SNOW DELUGES….

What
Next
for
USA?

What
for BI &
Europe?
Interim summary

June Brit showery & cool some deluges & floods. JSS (Jet Stream South). Scand wet / v wet. France finer
July Wet start then Scot & NI/NW Fine. Eng esp East cool & often WET.

Europe rather dry but cool Nly.

Aug Ireland NW Brit & Scot fine & warm. East parts esp SE WET & cool. W Europe cool

Forecast Notes covered – For purchase please visit
N France, Benelux Scand v wet
http://www.weatheraction.com/member.asp

Sept Ire & Britain often very wet with floods. Cool.
Oct

Probably Mild, Ire Wet & windy in Scotland, North Ire.

Scand wet

Nov

Stark contrasts. Some cold snowy blasts in Scotland & NE Eng

Contrasts

Dec

Cold cyclonic/N’ly & snow at times. Some v wet spells + floods likely. Probably wet in SW Scandinavia.

Gross damage, suffering & loss of life is and
will be caused by Climate Change Policy
If Britain Ireland & Europe
relied on wind farms the
lights would go out every
winter – and there will be
more cold ones!
The Global warmers silly mild
winter forecast led to road-salt
running out, extra accidents &
road deaths
And there is Biofuels (burning
food), Carbon trading, job
destruction for Carbon handouts
(eg Redcar)……..

What to do? – 4 point plan
1. ENJOY life! Enjoy the planet!
Don't feel guilty about ‘carbon footprints’. CO2 is the Gas Of Life (GOL)! More GOL increases
the bounteousness of plant & animal life. GOL (CO2) IS NOT A POLLUTANT.

2. ACCEPT Man can’t change Climate!
The Problem is Climate Change POLICY.
‘Climate Science’ lacks integrity. Science is not driving policy. It’s the other way round!
Prove and predict. Basic standards of science should be applied in Climate science.

3. PREPARE for the end of Carbon Games
Carbon Trading & all ‘Green’ games will end. Make new business models to BE AHEAD OF
THE GAME. Be honest Green - Stop real pollution - Defend biodiversity - Go for cheap energy
and Accountable Evidence-based science & policy.

4. USE Proven forecasts – Reduce losses!
Support a new World effort to predict & prepare for all
natural disasters

What to do? Local deal
USE Proven forecasts – Reduce losses!
If you have found any of the information so far useful then BUY!
If many local farmers order full long range forecasts we
can reduce the price to maybe 1/3 normal (= 67% off)
Thank you

Solar Activity drives Climate
– Oman stalagmite data 9.5kyr to 6k yr before present
Growth layers of stalagmite in
a Cave in Oman show:

Close
correlation
between
Particles from
the Sun* &
Temperature**
{*C14 proxy from Cosmic Ray Flux which is
reduced by Solar magnetic-particle activity.
**O18 isotope is Climate proxy}

Similar
correlations exist
over the last 500
Million years
See Neff et al, Nature May 2001; Veizer,
Geoscience Canada March 05

Proxies drivers and modulators
Beware confusion of cause, effect & association!

Increased solar (magnetic) activity excludes more cosmic rays (extra-solar
high energy) from solar system and Earth. Cosmic rays convert N14 to
C14 so C14 is a reverse proxy for solar activity.

∆C14 = – ∆ Solar activity => 11yr signal
Also note solar Cycle length = 1/ solar activity approx.

Geomagnetic activity = Solar activity <11yr>
X Earth magnetic cross section (depends on slow
changing Earth’s magnetic field) => 11yr signal
Temperature = Particle EFFECT
= Geomag activity X magnetic linkage to lower
atmosphere via poles etc <22yr> => 22yr signal
Solar magnetic cycle (22yr) smoothed temps and geomagnetic
activity move together better than anything else.

Peaks on this plot mark the main periodicities present in the data

NB
These
psds are
being
updated
using
monthly
date to
Aug
2009)

Piers
Corbyn,
Weather
Action

The largest and highly significant signal in World Average Temperature records is the Solar-Magnetic, or
Hale Double-sunspot cycle; which has averaged 21 to 22 years since 1868

What Does & Doesn’t drive Climate
One X and you are out!
Evidence

Candidate

Temps
1975 to
2000
(smoothed)

CO2
(Extra solar)

Cosmic Rays
(avoid confusion with solar
muons etc)

Light variation
in solar cycle
Solar Activity &
MAGNETIC
Link/modulation
Solar AND LUNAR
Amplification
Magnetic (SLAM)
Process




Temps
last 100
or 1k or
10kyrs

X


Temp 22 yr
last
signal
25k yrs world
temps

X*


X
X

60 yr
signal
PDO &
World

= Might explain
That evidence
X = Doesn't work

X

Shows on long time scales

X

CO2 is driven BY temps
NB Total Energy flux of solar
particles ~300 times Cosmic rays.

See 13th May 2009 WeatherAction News No 30 = http://www.weatheraction.com/displayarticle.asp?a=34&c=1

? ? ?

X

X
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Light variations in solar cycle
less important than solar
magnetic (but UV important)

ALSO SWT 25d involves SLAM - &
has predictive
powers 12 months
ahead

So what drives world temperatures?
Magnetic
Solar
World =
X
X
Links
Activity
Temps
(level & Timing)

(11yr)

22yr
SLAM gives

Need

Lunar
Modulation
(18.6/9.3yr)

the

55-60yr signal

Known

Can estimate

By What Agencies & Mechanisms ?

The Total Weather State of the earth at any time is
essentially defined by its ‘SWT’ State
SWT = (Solar activity indicators) x (sun-earth Magnetic links) x
(stratospheric winds) x (season) x (lunar modulation)x(etc)

Total Weather State = TWS

or SWT

TWS

The SWT State (= a set or ‘vector’ in SWT phase space of Weather Action
Indicators) is predicable forwards & backwards in time!
A specific SWT state in the future will in general have
corresponding similar SWT states at times in the past.

The weather EVENTS in those past states and times are similar to what
will happen in the future and such LOOK-BACKs (events or short
periods) are therefore PREDICTORS for future weather.

Temps drive CO2 as ice ages end.
Fast CO2 changes (like now) are hidden

At the end of the
last ice age
temperature
changes LEAD
CO2 by 800yrs
Similar leads are in Antarctic
Termination III 240kyr ago
(Caillon et al Science Mar 03)

CO2 diffuses
through ice
CO2 data points are at best 200yrs apart and
show only small variations between points.
This is because CO2 is a gas and diffuses into
centuries of ice layers. The present CO2 spike
will amount to a mere blip in 1,000yrs time.

There is No
Evidence that the
present CO2 rapid
rise is unique.
Inconvenient Truths for GW Orthodoxy!

Time

Global Temperature and Atmospheric CO2 over 600 Million yrs
- No Evidence of CO2 driving temperature

Late Carboniferous to Early Permian time (315 million years ago - 270 million years ago) is the only time period in the last 600 million years
when both atmospheric CO2 and temperatures were as low as they are today (Quaternary Period). At no point do temperature and CO2 levels
relate. Temperature after C.R. Scotese http://www.scotese.com/climate.htm CO2 after R.A. Berner, 2001 (GEOCARB III)

Ocean Acidification – a case of ‘GW3’!
– Hysterical nonsense & a research grant scam
- Man might be polluting the seas in many ways but CO2 isn’t one of them

Facts
Sea life did not die out in
Jurassic times when
CO2 was 5x present
or in Devonian times
& before when it
was 10x present. In
fact it boomed!
Official figures show at
current rates it would
take 23,000 years for
Ocean CO2 to double
even ignoring all the
myriad of buffering
effects, and the fact
that this would use
up all atmospheric
CO2 50 times
OVER!!!

Arctic Ice & Polar Bears – More ‘GW propaganda of the 2nd kind’
-The true story of pack-ice off Iceland according to HMSO Official ReportsAll changes in the Arctic & Antarctic follow natural highly variable patterns. They are not new or special and
have been recorded for over a thousand years and have been very well known to the British navy for a long time and
available in the Met Office library**.
The Antarctic has been cooling for decades & the Arctic has started to cool in the last year or two. Ice break-up
of is a natural process and has been happening for millions of years - before media noticed.
(**HMSO 1963 Weather In the Home Fleet waters Vol 1 Northern Seas part 1 table XV page 246 shows the very high variability of ice off Iceland (eg) since 1900 and the
long periods of change of two decades or more. Figures 124 & 125 (page 256) show that historical records indicate there was no pack ice off Iceland for about 180 years
from 1020AD to 1200AD yet there was plenty of pack ice through the rapid expansion of industry since 1900 (Fig 126 page 257).

Weeks per year

The 120 year long late medieval warm period of Ice-free Iceland waters is much
longer than the supposedly alarming present events in the Arctic.
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Weather in 21st Century - Answers
The weather extremes of recent years are part of natural essentially predictable processes……..

The slow sea level (volume) rise - 6
inches per century - will continue even
as world surface cools. It is just ocean
volume expansion due to ongoing
warming of the deep ocean (which is still
cold) since the end of the last ice age
10,000 years ago.
{notwithstanding changes in ocean floor shape such as the appearance
of trenches and sumps in the Pacific as the Indian sub-continent pushes
up the Himalayas}

Weather in 21st Century - Answers
The weather extremes of recent years are part of natural
essentially predictable processes*……..
The severe summer floods of 2007 & 2008 & 2009 were like the
very wet summers of 1875, 1876, 1877 and 1879 - associated
with the approx 132 yr pattern : 6X22=132, 7X19=133
The 2007 & 2008 & 2009 summer floods were predicted in detail
by the SWT. This flood-likely summers situation can continue
for a few years but is SUBJECT TO other conditions (SWT)
being satisfied.
*As first explained by Piers Corbyn to the Imperial College Union President’s
centenary dinner 27th July 2007.

